
Half Truth Guide and Hint Book
By Tremordred (ntt@the-wire.com)
Overview
Half Truth takes place in a land called Karnak, derived from Kernow the Cornish name for 
Cornwall. Karnak culture and place names derive from Cornish, a Brythonic Celtic language and 
race related to Welsh and Breton. When proncouncing some of the longer Cornish names, like 
Porthenys or Tremordred, stress the second syllable and speak the first syllable quickly like this 
porTHENys, treMORdred.

The setting is based loosely on the later days of the Roman occupation of Britain. The Runics are 
based somewhat along Roman lines, and the Runic-Karnak struggle is derived from the Roman-
Celtic struggle in the South West of Brtain. The Seys to the east are based (very) loosely on the 
Saxon newcomers.

You begin Half Truth with a shipwreck upon a strange, rocky coast. What appears to be a light 
house offering safe passage is in fact an old wrecker trick to summon ships to their door upon the 
deadly rocks. The wreckers would then plunder the stricken ship. Cornwall was an ideal spot for 
this activity. The emphasis on wreckers, smugglers and tin miners in the Karnak towns reflects the 
heritage of Cornwall.

The closest thing you will get to an introduction to this land is to ask questions of Maeth in his 
cottage (42,62). If you want revenge and a fairly introductory battle, visit the wrecker hideout at 
(34,66).



The Karnaks - Carclew 
Karnak Society: the Karnaks live in small tightly packed walled villages. The one immediately to 
the west of the starting point is Carclew and is led by Lord Godolphin. Visiting his gates (28,64) 
begins a vital series of battles and quests. Godolphin will ask you to join him in taking the town of 
Ryn just to the north of Carclew. Ryn will thereafter be under Godolphin's control. You will be 
given a badge of House Godolphin which will allow you passage into other Karnak towns. 

Ryn 

Once the party has the Badge of Godolphin they can enter Ryn. The guildhouse contains a useful 
NPC currently in prison; the Smugglers Guild which will provide useful information as well as 
quests; the Tinners Guild where desperate tin miners need your help to reinvigorate the Karnak 
economy; and a bank. 

The Red Dragon 

The Red Dragon is the local pub (31,62) it is also the headquarters of some local trouble-makers 
known as the Silver Band. Godolphin will ask you to clear the place out. Expect traps, locked chests 
and secret doors. The Band has much wealth for the taking. Search for two ladders leading to chests 
of treasure. The Publican is useful for some information about the local area and of course there are 
useful (but not vital) hints to be heard in the gossip of the locals. The gossip changes as major local 
events unfold. 

Groats 

Among the Band's belongings (5,18) will be a found a note referring to the Groat King. After you 
have secured the Red Dragon, seek out Godolphin who is now in Ryn (23, 38) will require you to 
investigate and attack the Groats who live in a mountain stronghold whose entrance is at (37,31). 
You will soon discover that all is not what it first appears, further evidence lies at (35,46). 
Godolphin is not concerned however and returns to Ryn and his Manorhouse. You are now an 
accepted guest of Godolphin, you will have a room there to rest safely and store your belongings. 
You will never be attacked in your personal quarters. 

Runic Pass 

Godolphin will ask you to visit his son Cairbre who holds the passes against the Runics at (58,35) 
When you arrive you will join the Karnaks in a Major battle against the Runics and their war 
machines. Following this Cairbre will ask you to free the Karnak strategist Penhaligon who is 
currently imprisoned in the Runc salt mines. This will involve you walking to the Runic gates 
(63,34) and losing in battle. You will awake in prison and you must find Penhaligon and then 
escape. He is the prone man at (50,37). He knows how to escape. Your escape will take you through 
an ancient cave network peopled by primitive and aggressive humanoids which eventually leads to 
a river source leading through a cave back to the lands of Karnak. Return Penhaligon to Cairbre. He 
will direct you to return to Godolphin in his manor house in Carclew. 

Godolphin's manor house will be visited by the Runic Dragon Riders. Godolphin will request you to 
destroy them. To do so you will need to gain entrance to the Runic city, located beyond the Gates 
(63,34). However, the smugglers guild of Ryn (26,41) are aware of a secret smugglers pass at 
(76,47) that you cannot use until you are accepted into their guild. To be accepted you must first 
find the abandoned smugglers post at (11,84) and then find the body of a dead smuggler, Fundy at 
(6,58) in the feline infested canyons. 
  



Knocker - Selkie - Laerg Subplot 
To even reach the smuggler's post you will discover a major subplot of Half Truth: that of the 
struggle between the Knockers who inhabit the 
abandoned mine at (22, 68) and the Selkies who live in the lake at  (24,84) and their enemy the 
lizard folk known as the Laerg who live in a 
mountain stronghold at (12,79) and the truly evil water spirit called the Loireag or Flood Hag in her 
sand castle at (2,80). The completion of 
this subplot is not essential to the main plot. 

Knockers 

The Knockers are small and friendly folk who are unable to oppose the onslaught of the Laerg. 
They are led by the wise Byrm (5,15). They 
need your help to save their enslaved hunters, one of whom (14,7) wrote an important note for the 
Knocker leader to read (12,7). Welk is a 
Knocker NPC who will join you at (14,3). When Byrm reads the note he will ask the party to see 
the aid of the Selkies. Find the other 
entrance to the Knockers abandonded mine (8,18) and head for the Selkies with the Knocker Ruby 
which will allow you entrance to the 
Selkie underlake caves. In the mine is hidden (1,6) a powerful sword designed to dispatch reptiles. 
It will be very useful. Knockers are 
common in Cornish myth, deriving their name from the eerie knocking sounds they make as they 
tap on the walls of mines. Like gremlins 
they tend to be blamed for every misfortune. 

Selkies 

The Selkies will give you a luke warm welcome however. They are unwilling to enter battle against 
the Laerg until something is done about 
the Flood Hag (Loireag) who hunts their pups in the underground rivers. Naturally, it is up to you to 
destroy the Loireag. Avoid the Laerg 
strongholder for now as their enormous numbers prevent you from attacking on your own. The 
Selkies will give you a token which is 
important to destroy the Lorieag. Find the secluded cove in which the Loireag's sand castle is 
hidden (2,80) and you will have to fight your 
away through the Reef Grimals who worship her and the giant crabs that inhabit that area. There is 
a vicious sand dragon at (17,20 with some 
useful tresure. The Reef Grimals lair is at (4,40) also with useful treasure. The main event is her 
sandcastle however at (7,13). Both Grimals 
and Selkies are common to Scottish and Irish myth. 

Loireag's (Flood Hag) Sandcastle 

Once you are in the sand castle you can go upstairs or downstairs. Upstairs will lead you to the 
Loireag but you will be unable to reach her 
until you sever her from her power source (the sea) with the Selkie token. Go downstairs and pull 
the lever at (84,33) which will open a 
secret door at (84,10). This leads to the strange skipping stone game which symbolizes the struggle 
between the sea and the land. Watch what 
the water sprites do. They skip the stones which hop from rock to rock two spaces at a time. 
Throwing a rock to the northwest at (80,4) will 
smash the statute and reveal another secret entrance behind you (85,4) and beyond it a coffer 
containing a pendant matching the Selkie token 
(88, 2). Touching the two together will destroy the protection of the Loireag. Return to her upstairs 



and destroy her. When she dies, 
Manannan, Lord of the Sea, will destroy the sandcastle and the cove, but not before sending you to 
safety with a gift of a powerful shield. 

Laerg Stronghold 

With the destruction of the Loireag, the Selkies will rise against the Laerg alongside the Knockers 
when you return to the Selkie Bull. You 
will be asked to sneak into the stronghold and attempt to discover and destroy whoever is 
commanding the Laerg. As the Knockers and 
Selkies fight the Laerg horde, you enter the Laerg stronghold. 

In the Laerg cave network are some prisoners (41,4), one of whom is a smuggler who will tell you 
about a useful passage out of the 
mountains (15,71) once you are finished. The Laerg leaders live in a hall at (56,5). On the first level 
you will find the former High Shaman of 
the Laerg who will give you various information at (42,17). Take the stairs at (46,10) to the second 
level. Through (51,5) you will find the 
Laerg scientists who are experimenting on their own kind to produce a powerful new breed for their 
master. The High Shaman's chambers 
are beyond the door at (54,12). However to find the true leader of the Learg you must take the stairs 
(58,10) and follow the tunnel to an 
underground lake. Board the ship and head east until you hit land. Head south through the tunnels 
until you find a mighty earth dragon. This 
is the true leader and self-proclaimed god of the Laerg. Once he is destroyed the Laerg will give up 
their dreams of conquest and return to their 
lairs. (87,22).  Return to the Knockers and Selkies for your rewards and then cross the mountains 
back to Karnak land. The Knockers and 
Selkies may see you again in the Final Battle. 

Horned Hunter - Ardon - subplot 
Among the treasures of the Earth Dragon is Teague's Helm of Silence. Once you have Teague's 
Helm of Silence you will be able to enter the 
woods around (10,26) and fight the Horned Huntsman. His horn is prized by, Ardon, a mysterious 
leper at (85,87). More info on Teague is 
found in Godolphin Manorhouse's library in Carclew. 



Karnak Towns: Tre Garrick and Tre Mordin 
Tre Garrick lies to the east of Carclew at (11,65). A dreadful evil and disturbing fate awaits the 
party in this town. The once famous inn has become cursed and the town has come under the sway 
of the Child of Night. This part of the scenario plays out more as a story than an adventure in the 
sense that the party is dragged through an unavoidable horror rather than given a puzzle to solve. 
There is nothing essential to the main plot located here. There is no right path to choose in Tre 
Garrick. Only a horror waiting to unfold and a brief glimpse at the madness to come... 

Tre Mordin lies to the west of Carclew and beyond the Lakes at (77,58). It has been almost 
completely destroyed by a bizzare bunch of extraplanar creatures known as Mantics. It seems the 
Laird's wizard was experimenting with electricity and managed to summon these beasts who 
quickly overwhelmed the entire town. They now dwell in the Laird's castle (83,60) and are draining 
the life force of the local citizens. 

Lower level: 
Runic guard imprisoned at (60,10) if freed will be met later on in the Runic Inn in the Runic City. 
He and several other prisoners are held behind an electrified fence which is deactived by contact 
with any electrical spell or electrical item. 

Crypt (50,4)of the Mordins through a secret door at (54,2) contains some mighty armour and 
equipment. The party needs the key hiddin the Laird's chest on the top level to open the crypt. 

Ground level: 
There is a useful journal at (44,11) which explains a great deal about Karnak-Runic relations. There 
are also several useful items located around the place and of course some Mantics. 

Upper level: 
The Greater Mantics are up here. Dangerous electricity wielders. The leader of the Mantics can be 
found behind the door at (76,5) in the Laird's bedroom. Search the other bedrooms and the library 
for useful information and items. 

Laird's chest (70,1) contains treasure and a key to the crypt in the cellar but is hidden behind a 
secret door triggered by a secret button at (70,6). 

Tre Mordin becomes a ghost town eventually after the Mantics are destroyed. It does not recover. 



Sub-plots around the Karnak lands: 

There are many places to get into trouble in Karnak. 

The Lakes (east of Carclew) 

The Watch Tower is located through the pass at (59,53) and stands at (63,49). This mysterious 
sentinel guards an ancient burial mound wherein is located the Lay of Victory and Ossian's tomb. 
Although this is inaccessible for some time, it is important to trigger the Watch Tower. 

A nest of spiders live at (55,46) 

Tin Mine at (48,71) is infested with vicious rock creatures. Clear them out and the tinners in Ryn 
will be very grateful. Once peace with the Runics is declared the tinners can set up trade routes to 
cement their relationship with the Runics. 

Shipwreck at (50,86) this ill fated ship was carrying some mysterious cargo hinted at by the 
captain's log. Like any good sailor upon crashing he immediately crawled to the nearest cave and 
buried some treasure and of course drew a map. Although its supposed to be a veiled joke, the cargo 
that the captain describes is very important and can be found in Skullkeep. 

Cave network (41,85) the captain's body is inside the cave at (17,82) with a map to the treasure 
buried at (34,74). Unfortunately Reef Grimals inhabit the place. 

Greyclaw lives at 59,74. He is very friendly but not particularly useful. However, if the party 
destroys the statue (55,74) of his dead wife, his daughter, a werebear will attack them. If Greyclaw 
smells his daughters blood upon you he too will convert to bear form and attack. 

Ardon the Leper lives at (85,87). He has some vague but somewhat useful information. He wants 
the Horn of the Wild Hunt, possessed by the Horned Hunter. For it he will trade a book enhancing 
intelligence. To reach the Horned Hunter the party will need Teague's Helm of Silence which is in 
the treasure horde of the Earth Dragon (see the Laerg). If he receives the Horn Ardon will disappear, 
but before he does there will be a hint about his true natue (if you know your celtic myths you 
might pick up on it - its not vital to the plot though). 

Llywarch the Bard lives at (63,84). He is under the spell of a strange fey creature that lives off of 
the inherent magic of Bards. He is forced to play endlessly for the amusement of this creature. The 
party is unable to intervene until Rowan tells them to find Llywarch and ask him where to find 
Ossian's Lay of Victory. 
An encounter with a group of bandits in the forest around (81,74) will uncover a coded message 
on the body of a victim. This is the beginning of another major subplot - Manannan's Quest. 



The Runic City of Newcaster 
Kynyaf 
The Runic City holds a great number of subplots in addition to the main plot thread to do with the 
Runic Dragon Riders. Once you have joined the smuggler's guild of Ryn and walked through the 
Smuggler's pass at (76,47) you can enter the Runic city. It is a heavily populated city and the Runics 
are part of a mighty empire consisting of many conquered peoples. You will blend right in. Find the 
Inn at (81,35) enter and walk toward the far left corner (5,24), the sly looking man, Kynyaf,  is he 
will want to speak with you at his home at (81,24) and give you a forged ferry ticket to be used on 
the Runic ferry at (81,16) which will lead you to a tunnel leading to the frozen north at (84,2). Skip 
to the section called the Dragon riders. 

The Runic Inn - The Seventh Rune (81,35) 

If you have saved the Runic guard trapped in the cellars of Tre Mordin he will recognzied you and 
tell you about the secret gladiator fights which the Runics hold at the north-east tower (87,21) at 
night. 

There is a large market at (81,30) and a church offering healing at ridiculous prices at (85,30) 

The University (85,35) 

Totle the professor works here. He will give you a quest to clear the name of a Runic Light Cavalry 
Officer called Palthus who is being held at the prefecture. He will ask you to interview Palthus 
there. You will be asked to uncover evidence at the scene of the crime (63,11). However the 
evidence has flowed down the river and sits at (69,7). The evidence is piece of a shield bearing the 
markings of a certain cavalry regiment. Compare it to the various Runic insignias you see flying 
outside of the various barracks and you will see that it matches the Runic Heavy Cavalry at (72,18). 
Slaine, the leader of this troop will not be happy to see you. take this information to Totle at the 
university who will have Palthus freed. Palthus will thank you and take up his command of the light 
horse regiment to the east in troll lands (see Troll Lands). 

The Prefecture (82, 38) 

Palthus is imprisoned here. Also the Praetor of the city rules from here (54,20). His son has been 
kidnapped. Uncover evidence at (53,11) and ask the Librarian in the Library (83,30) who will direct 
you to an orcish blacksmith at (84,26) who in turn will direct you to an abandoned shack at (84,24) 
where the boy is hidden. Return him to his father. Don't expect too much gratitude, the Runics are 
generally very arrogant and you will never be accepted as anything other than barbarian by the 
majority of them (exception Palthus and Totle). 

Library (83,30) provides information helpful to finding the Praetors son, and information about the 
Runics generally, and a hint about the great evil that lies in the parties future... 

Financial Centre (83,31) contains the following: 

a) Bounty Hunters (28,21) offering gold for the following wanted criminals. Mojril Redemon (one 
of the Seven), Reismar (who leads the Grey God's followers in the captured town of Pengelly far to 
the east) and M'Havel the assassin (who hides in the Runic Merchants house). You will only receive 
the bounty if you bring evidence which will be the unique weapon or equipment that these 
individuals possess. 

b) The Bank guard at (34,23) will hire you as muscle to aid in the foreclosure of a rich merchant 
living at (79,27) 

c) Merchants: There are two other merchants who sell various wares. Also there is the merchants 
guild at (32,33). The merchants do not support the war and will reward you if peace is declared and 
you can help set up a tin trade route with the tinners in Ryn. 



Merchant's House (79,27) the bank wants you to foreclose on this seemingly harmless merchant. 
Naturally the merchant and his wife are deadly pyromancers, (fire specialists) with a large guard 
force. The mansion has some stables attached, note the names of the horses in the shed in the 
northeast corner. 

Going down the stairs leads to the secret hideout of M'Havel (see Bounty Hunters) who hides 
behind a secret door at (33,24). 

Going upstairs reveals more guards and the Merchants master bedroom. Check the fire for a clue at 
(33,2). Investigate the broken loom at (30,6) which holds magic thread to be used in the working 
loom in the Castle of the Seven. Beware the trapped chest at (30,10). And follow the merchants 
down the ladder at (33,8) to the lava pits. 

Lava pits: stand at (7,60) and say "Dexter", then stand at (3, 60) and say "Sinister". These are right 
and left in Latin (remember the Runics are Romans). They are also the names of their horses. The 
merchants like many people use their pet's names as their passwords. A route will emerge to a lever 
at (13,60) which when pulled will reveal a door at (5,69) through which you will find the two fire 
wizards. Once you have dealt with them return to the bank for your reward and see the bounty 
hunters with M'Havel's  as proof of his demise. 



The Runic Dragon Riders - Frost Giants 
Through the tunnel north of the Runic City at (84,2) lies the frozen north and the current 
whereabouts of the elite Dragon Riders. They often spearhead Runic invasions and are currently 
laying waste to the frost giants who live in the area. They have sentries at (77,17) and have taken 
over the frost giant's tower at (83,10). To destroy the power of the Runic Dragon Riders it is 
essential to kill both the riders and their mounts. Because this is a difficult task the party is given the 
option of seeking aid from the Frost Giants and the Winter Dragon (but it is not essential that they 
do so). The frost giants at (73,10) can be convinced to allow the party to speak with the Giant 
Shaman at (61,5) who will direct the party to speak with the Winter Dragon at (52,6). The Winter 
Dragon will destroy the Runic Dragons for the party and then sleep. If the Runic Dragons are 
already dead, the Winter Dragon will be asleep and will not awake for the party. The frost giants 
themselves will not face the Runics. 

Inside the Tower, the Dragon Riders are drinking themselves silly. The party has several tactical 
options when facing the Dragon Riders. Their mounts, the Dragons, sleep on the top of the tower 
and can be fought directly by the party or by the Winter Dragon. Destruction of both groups is 
necessary to complete this goal. Locked in a chest at (59,87) is a mighty blade which is holy to the 
Frost Giants. The Shaman will ask for it back and will reward the party with a potion enhancing 
strength in return for it. 

Return to Godolphin in Carclew and discover that the destruction of the Dragon Riders has proved 
to be the catalyst allowing the peace seeking Runic merchants to gain an upper hand in their 
struggle with the military in persuading the Praetor to declare a peace with the Karnaks. 

When peace is declared the Runic gates are traversible and now it is time to visit Rowan the Druid 
in his tower near Carclew at (44,66) and discover the true horrors that stalk the land. 



Palthus and Troll Problem 

Directly east of the Runic city of Newcaster stands an outpost housing a Runic regiment. When he 
has been freed Palthus will have taken up command at (4,24) of the Runic Light Horse. Until 
Palthus is freed this area will be a dead end. The Runic guards at the gate  (10,18) will not let 
anyone through. The Runics, like the Romans, like to build walls and keep things they don't like 
out. 

Palthus' mission is to pacify the local trolls. He will ask the party to capture one of the smaller 
trolls, Boggarts, who appear to lead their larger cousins and bring him back. The first encounter in 
troll country (through the gates (10,18) will be with a bunch of trolls and a boggart. The party can 
capture him and bring him back to Palthus. If the party casts speak language on the Boggart they 
will learn that some dragons appear to be demanding tribute from the trolls, and the trolls are 
compensating by stealing the cavalry's horses. A horde of trolls will attack and the cavalry will 
discover that a prized stallion has been taken. 

Palthus will join the party with a troop of light cavalry and venture into troll counry to retrieve the 
stallion. Heavy cavalry will attack in retaliation for the demise of their leader Slaine. There is a 
fierce rivalry fostered between different branches of the Runic army and this kind of thing is 
expected. 

The party will venture further into troll country aided by the light cavalry until they reach the tight 
canyons into which the cavalry dare not venture. The cave at (47,15) is where the boggarts live and 
the stallion is kept. The cave at (42,9) is where even more trolls live. A hidden cave at (46,3) leads 
to a family of red Dragons. 



The Sidhe Lands - Castle of the Seven 

The Sidhe Lands 

If tha party heads to the north and west of Ryn throught mountain passes they will be leaving the 
lands of the humans and entering the lands of the Sidhe (pronounced 'shee') They Sidhe are similar 
to elves. 

The ancient ruined temple at (4,34) is occupied by the Tuatha de Danaan knight of legend, Peredur, 
who has been held entranced for a century as his temple was looted and destroyed by his enemies. If 
freed he will venture forth to be met much later in the lands of the Shadowgaunt. Hidden behind the 
mural at the back of the temple is a secret door leading to the crypt. Several deadly demons now 
live there. 

The great forest north of here is inhabited by a fabled unicorn. He is being hunted by the Horned 
Hunter who possesses the Horn of the Wild Hunt which causes anyone hearing it to tear off through 
the forest following the Hunter and wildly attacking anything they come across until the next 
morning when the effect wears off. The only way to enter the forest is to wear Teague's Helm of 
Silence which is located among the treasure horde of the Earth Dragon who lives with the Laerg. 

Some giant snakes live in the cave at (20,17). 

The cave at (4,17) leads to a small cave network in which lives the Grey Death, a mighty spider. 

The Fir'Bolg 

The weathered stone at (9,5) is the portal to a Fir'bolg settlement on a Mystic Island. It is here 
where the Cauldron is located. The party will need the White Rose from the nearby Fir'bolg 
settlement to the east. 

The Fir'bolg Queen and her people live in a mighty tree-house at (28,7). The party will have fought 
against both them and their enemy the gnolls at (22,5). The Fir'bolg are trapped between the Gnolls 
who live to the north and the Seven who live in the next valley to the east in an abandoned Tuatha 
de Danaan castle at (39,12). The Fir'bolg will ask the party to destroy the Seven and will reward 
them with the White Rose to be used on the weathered stone at (9,5). The party can attack the 
Fir'bolg instead and take the White Rose. The Fir'bolg are fierce and suspicious but are basically 
good aligned. 

To get to the Castle of the Seven the party must storm the barricade at  (37,4) with the aid of the 
Fir'bolg. 

The Castle of the Seven is dangerous. Inhabited by hordes of orcs who were displaced by the 
Runics, and hired Nordman mercenaries from the frozen north. Each of the Seven is deadly but the 
most important thing to remember about the Seven is that there are in fact Eight. The Eighth is a 
high priest of the Grey God and only he is aware of the true purpose of the Seven. 

Ground Level: 
The courtyard is covered by a deadly field of fire by orc archers in the three surrounding towers. 
Enter the towers and eliminate the archers or face being sniped at constantly in the courtyard. 
Through the couryyard head west to the main orc barracks and their leadership: Mojril Redemon 
and Kevardhu. 

Hidden under a barrel at (21,46) is the entrace to an ancient Tuatha de Danaan shrine which will aid 
the party depending upon what character classes are present. A bard will receive a mighty shield, 
otherwise an archer will receive a mighty bow, otherwise if no archers or bards are present the party 
will receive a useful ion stone. 

The ladder at (8,51) leads up to a tower occupied by trolls and their leader Terksch. There are 
several traps about the place and a useful NPC, Gwydion, a Fir'bolg archer. 



The stairs at (21,44) lead to the second level. 

Second Level: the throne room at (36,50) contains Galanhir who possesses the key necessary to 
open to door (31,47) to the third level. He leads a pack of Nordman mercenaries and is in council 
with a represenative of the local Gnolls and both will attack the party. Guttur will lead more orcs 
against the party after this battle. 

Third level: 
The party will face a mighty demon (Nguthzg the Charred) and his minions and the Necromancer 
who summoned him. A priest will flee when the party is seen. he is Seiran Joykiller and is the true 
leader of the Seven, he is the Eighth. His instructions are to forge together a force and attack the 
Runics, the Sidhe and the Karnaks when the call to battle comes. Only he knows this. He is contact 
with his master, Greymr, in Skullkeep. With the death of the Joykiller, the Seven are neutralized. 

(34,67) is where Seiran Joykiller's belongings are. He is guarding the Torc of Ossian and other 
useful items in this chest. The chest can only be opened by a key which the Joykiller keeps on his 
person. He awaits the party in his small shrine at (35,69). 

(38,63) Darvik the Damned is a necromancer. He hides his treasure in a chest located through a tiny 
aperture in this wall. The party will need to use a potion of gaseous form to reach it. The 
Necromancher's library contains a book (35,59) which will summon powerful demons to attack 
whoever reads it. 

The Joykiller's evil prevents him or his associates from entering the room at (28,69). It contains a 
magical loom which will spin the magical thread found in the Runic Merchants House into a 
powerful cloak. It also contains an ancient text which reveals much about the history of the Tuatha 
de Danaan and their enemies. It is a very useful read. 

Another benefit of destroying the Seven is that the Runic guards at the gate (47,7) will now allow 
entrance to the Runic City. The Smuggler's pass is not required. Note that you can always take the 
smugglers pass from the Runic lands to the Karnak lands. But to do the reverse requires the secret 
knowledge that only the Smugglers of Ryn can give. 
  



The Mystic Isle - The Cauldron of Cerredwhen 

The bridge to the Mystic Isle is summoned at the weathered stone (9,5) in the Sidhe lands. You need 
the White Rose from the Fir'bolgs at (28,7) to achieve this (see Sidhe Lands). 

The Mystic Isle once held a great settlement of Fir'bolgs, the city of Cantref y Gwaelod. Now it lies 
in ruins. The few Fir'bolgs remaining on the isle have sought shelter among an apple grove. The 
party can safely rest there. 

The Fir'bolgs will fearfully explain that a great adventuring wizard known as Gwyddno brought 
back the sacred relic, the Cauldron of Cerredwhen, from one of his expeditions. His experiments 
with it led him to raise a monstrous swamp spirit, the Cenn Cruiach (Great Mound) from the fens. It 
now continues to raise its spawn through the power of the Cauldron. Some of the spawn are 
gathered at the heart of the swamp (63,21). 

Enter the wizard Gwyddno's tower (45,15). Check the body in the entrance, it is the remains of 
Gwyddno and he retains his useful ring. Go downstairs to interrupt the Cenn Cruiach and his 
spawn. He possesses the Cauldron. The upper levels contain the various belongings of Gwyddno. 
They are protected by a guardian golem. Find the key and map to his secret cave at (45,11) wherein 
lies more magical treasure and another guardian golem. Return to the Fir'bolgs hiding in the apple 
grove, and leave the Isle and return to Rowan the Druid. 

To north of the island lies a small burial ground (73,3) wherein is located a mighty spear, the Gae 
Bolga. Beware the guardians. 



The Lay of Victory - Ossian's Tomb 

The third Relic needed to thwart the Grey God's watch towers is the Lay of Victory, a songspell 
sung by the late Ossian, Bard-Protector of the Tuatha de Danaan. If the party raises Ossian's essence 
from his Torc, using the Cauldron, and they possess the Lay, then Ossian can reverse his spell - if - 
he is raised at the Altar of Skulls located at the heart of the Grey God's hidden underground temple. 
The Altar of Skulls is the power source for the watch towers which prevent any intrusion into the 
lands of the Shadowgaunts where a portal to the plane where the Grey God's avatar can be found. 

If the party possesses the Torc and the Cauldron and they speak with Rowan about these matters, he 
will direct them to find Llywarch, who is the poor bard mesmerised at (63,84), by shouting his 
name he will snap out of his trance and be freed. He will join the party and ask them to find the first 
watch tower that the party should have discovered to the north through the blocked off canyon at 
(59,53). He will give up his life to destroy the watch tower enabling the party to enter the burial 
marrow (Cruaich Meor) at (64,42) beyond the tower wherein is located Ossian's tomb and his Lay. 
A Lay is a Bardic equivalent of a scroll. 

Retrieve the Lay and bring it to Rowan. With all three of these Relics the party can raise Ossian at 
the Altar of Skulls, of course, they have to find it and discover the various keys to gain entrance. 



The Eastern Lands 

Porthenys - Curse of the Bean Nighe - Manannan's Quest 

Porthenys is found just east of the Karnak lands. These people are the Seys are not too fond of 
either the Karnaks or the Runics. They are not hostile however. The Thane of Portenys will ask the 
party to destroy an annoying bunch of bandits in the area called the Scum how hideout at (2,64) and 
will harass the party until they are removed. Their hideout is accessible through a hidden entrance 
to a canyon at (10,69). 

Porthenys is strangely quiet, people are drifting away to the east. Noone knows why. In fact they are 
joining the ranks of the Grey God's minions. The Grey God is attracting all those with evil in them 
to himself. 

The local inn, the White Hart, holds a usful NPC wizard, a sergeant who has information regarding 
the curse of the Bean Nighe and the second floor contains a clue for Manannan's Quest. 
Curse of the Bean Nighe 

The Bean Nighe is a vengeful spirit of a woman who died in childbirth. This one is encountered 
endlessly trying to wash out the blood stains from the garment she died in along the river at (63,77). 
The party will be given a command by her to find her body and have it buried properly or her curse 
will manifest itself periodically. If the party speaks to the Thane of Portenys' wizard about this he 
will recall that the sergeant in the inn lose his wife in child birth. Visit the sergeant who is deep in 
his cups and full of remorse. He will indicate that in his jealousy and confusion he buried his wife 
in an unmarked grave at (32,65). The party should go there dig her up and bury her with her family 
on the sacred island off Porthenys at (30,80). The curse will then lift. 

The Urisks 

The satyr-like humanoids live and sport in the forest just east of Porthenys. The party will meet 
them during the Rut, when they fight to decide on their leader. If the selected party member wins 
the party gains three things: a useful NPC Urisk called Kerdrad, a pipe which summons Urisks to 
battle and the party will be able to enter the Vale of the Urisks (84,36) much later (where they will 
the opporunity to choose one of four useful but not essential items). 

The Great Forest 
To the north of Porthenys is the Great Forest wherein live the Ents. (see Gallowgaes). However 
some of the forest beings are not benevolent like the Ents and will prey upon the party. The worst of 
these are the malicious shapechangers known as the Quicklings. 

The Fomorian Tower 

North and west of the Great Forest is a white tower. It is long abandoned. Black roses prevent the 
party from travelling through its upper levels. The Belt given to the party by the Ents (see 
Gallowgaes) allows the party to move through it. Beyond this the party will find the directions to a 
hidden shrine to the Fomorian goddess Domnu and on the top level the party will encounter a 
family of Blue dragons. 

The Shrine of Domnu 

Hidden in the cave at (25,32) is the entrance to the Shrine of Domnu. The Fomorians are long dead 
at the hands of the Bone Shavers. However, Domnu will have her revenge. She will ask the party 
who her people were, say 'Fomorians'. She will then reward the party with the Fomorian Hammer 
which she has imbued with her own essence. It is the only item which is capable to penetrating the 
invulnerability around the Grey God's Avatar and is essential for the final encounter with Him. 
Rowan will demand that the party find it before they encounter him. 



Manannan's Quest 
This is a large and mostly hidden parallel plot concerning Manannan, the Sealord. The party will 
first find a map and coded phrase among the slain victims of the outlaws in the forest south of Tre 
Mordin and west of Porthenys. The map indicates a rendez-vous at (48,72) where the party will be 
met by a mysterious stranger who waits for the correct code which the party will not give. 
Assuming the party has killed his messenger he will attack. He possesses a second message and a 
map leading to the White Hart in Porthenys. The party should get a room, go upstairs and  inspect 
the library. A book on Manannan will contain a third message. If the party places the three messages 
on top of each other and reads down the letters they will see instructions. The need to inspect the 
statute in the library and receive another map. This one indicates a spot at (44,75) where the party 
must walk straight south into the ocean to arrive at Manannan's temple which is a lighthouse. The 
party will be able to walk on water to arrive at the temple. 

The Priestess of Manannan will assign a holy quest for the party - to find the sword of Manannan - 
Fragarach 'The Answerer'. The party will need to journey far to the Frozen North to find it. They 
will need to travel to the lands of the Nordmen. In the Nordmen villaeg they should see the priest at 
(23,50) who will direct the party to find Hreidmar the mariner at his hunting lodge at (53,28) 
through a Griffon infested pass. 

Hreidmar will allow the party to use his boat at (20,57) the party can then sail north until they find 
an abandoned village and a well which strangely enough is not frozen (23,25) The mischievous and 
aggressive Korrigans who love to collect bright and shiny objects and who spread the rumour that 
throwing coins down wells is lucky. 

If the party climbs down the well and battles the Korrigans- at (27,2) they can swim down and 
retrieve Fragarach if they have cast the spell Waterworld on themselves. They should take 
Fragarach back to the temple of Manannan where the High Priestess will reward them by allowing 
them to keep the mighty blade. 
  



The Gallowgaes 

If the party has travelled far to the east into the lands of Seys they probably will run across a great 
forest of hanged men. This monstrosity is the work of the corrupted and evil druids that have left 
Rowan and joined the ranks of the Grey God. The party cannot enter these woods. If the party 
mentions this to Rowan he will tell the party to speak to the Ents. The Ents are located in the great 
woods north of Portenys centered around (26,52). Rowan will teach the party the knack of speaking 
with Ents. The Ents will become enraged at the devastation of their fellow trees and will march with 
the party to do battle against the evil druids and their corruption of nature at the gallowgaes. 

The Ents will fight against the mighty undead trees while the party is asked to enter the Wasting 
Tower and battle the druids. They will need to destroy the noxious elements which the druids use to 
animate the trees above by seeking out the four groups of druids and their plant allies in their 
subterranean passage ways. 

Once the undead trees lose their animation the Ents above will destroy the Wasting Tower. They 
will reward the party with a belt granting power over plant life. It is used to allow passage past the 
Black Thorns in the Fomorian Tower (6,52). The Ents will take their leave but will return as allies in 
the Great Battle in the lands of the Shadowgaunt. 

The party can now enter Skullkeep, home of the High Priest of the Grey God and the town of 
Pengelly which has come under the sway of the Grey God's followers. 



The Centaur Lands - Skullkeep - Pengelly 

Pengelly and Skullkeep are accessible only after the Gallowgaes is eradicated (see 
Gallowgaes). The Centaur lands will be closed to the party until Skullkeep has fallen 
and Gremyr is dead. 
Pengelly 

This town has been taken over by the minions of the Grey God. They are led by Reismar (a Runic 
deserter, wanted by Bounty Hunters) who has taken up in the Thane's manorhouse. Go to the local 
inn (76,83) and order a drink. You will receive advise on how to enter the Manorhouse gates (74,81) 
: say 'slaves' to the guards when they ask you your business. They will gladly escort you to the main 
slave pens. However, the Grey God's minions wil see through your lies and attack. At this point the 
Thane's men will join you against their hated oppressors. Find Reismar and dispatch him, return the 
Runic standard to the Bounty Hunters in Newcaster to confirm his bounty. Eventually some sort of 
peace will return to Pengelly, but at a price. 

Skullkeep 

Assault the towers guarding the approach to the Skullkeep at (82,72). The Keep itself is at (84,64). 
It is a nest of traps and enemies and hidden places. 

You will need to wait your way through Skull Keep. Having a skilled thief would be useful, there is 
a lot of treasure to be had, and deadly traps guarding it. A book hidden on a bookshelf (54,3) 
triggers a secret door where the Malylakron is hidden. This stone houses the soul of a demon lord. It 
is used to attract the troubled and the devious to the Skull Keep to obey the Grey God. It attracts 
them through its magnetism. Destroying it releases the Demon but he is not encountered again in 
this Scenario. 

To get the most out of the Skull Keep, open every chest and every door, keep search mode on. The 
chest at (40,1) contains essential items. Beware of vicious cursed items mixed in with powerful 
artifacts. Read the books in the library. Downstairs in the dungeons the party will find a useful NPC, 
Vesta, Guard Captain of Porthenys who has some useful information. The party should track down 
and keep on them a Pendant of the Grey God and a candle made of human fat (also found in 
Gwyddno's cave on the Mystic Isle). 

The real target of Skull Keep is Gremyr himself, the High Prelate of the Grey God. He is lecturing 
his followers in the lecture hall and will retreat behind his traps and animated guardians. Search his 
quarters for hidden walls and chests. He will escape through a tunnel but the party can catch him up. 
Beware his allies however. Once Gremyr is dispatched, word of this major deeed will reach the 
nearby Centaurs who will now allow passage through their lands (grudgingly). 

A nearby cave houses the Ky Broder, dogmen who act as warriors and guards for the Grey Gods's 
followers. (87,57) 

Centaur Lands 

Once Gremyr is dead the Centaurs will allow passage through their lands. The party will see the 
Watch Towers to the north guarding a land beyond. The Watch Towers will prevent further 
northward movement until they are deactivated by the party by raising Ossian at the Altar of Skulls. 

The Altar of Skulls 

The Altar of Skulls is on the third level of the Bone Shaver's shrine to the Grey God. This 
underground shrine is hidden in the centre of the devastated city of the Bone Shavers (who are now 
thankfully extinct) at (47,42) BUT the party will find it by being told by the spirit of a Fomorian 
trapped in a stone at (43,28). It was the Bone-Shavers who slaughtered the Fomorians and trapped 
their army in stone. 



Once inside the Bone Shavers shrine the party will confront two enormous yellow eyes. They are 
programmed to allow entrance to anyone wearing a Pendant of the Grey God (which are worn by all 
senior Grey God priests and minions). The party will be forced to endure various tests and ordeals 
before entering the next level. 

The Hall of Shadows 

Three large and foul smelling braziers confront the party. By burning the candle of human fat on the 
central brazier the Hall of Shadows comes to light and a entrance is revealed beyond to the next 
level. However, the party has just given life to the shadows and being unable to control them, are 
attacked. 

The third level houses the Altar of Skulls. If the party stands by the Altar, uses the cauldron to raise 
Ossian from his Torc and gives him the Lay of Victory he will reverse his songspell and deactive 
the Watch Towers. The party will be able to travel to the lands of the Shadow Gaunt and face the 
Grey God Himself. However the Altar is guarded by deadly animated beings. 

If the party survives the shrine begins to collapse and Ossian will teleport them to the surface. The 
Centaurs have gathered for battle and join you in a massive series of battles in the lands of the 
Shadowgaunt. 



Lands of the Shadowgaunt - The Final Battles 

When the Watch Towers are deactivated the party and the host of Centaurs may move north into the 
lands of the Shadowgaunt. 

They will come across the battle that was underway 100 years before when Ossian froze time with 
his mighty songspell. The party will meet many allies, Tuatha de Danaan knights, Fir'bolgs, 
Unicons, Ents and heroes of legend. However, the enemy they face is considerable, the 
Shadowgaunt are a worthy foe. 

Godolphin will arrive with Karnak reinforcements, Palthus will arrive with Runic light cavalry, 
men-at-arms from Pengelly and Porthenys will arrive, Selkies and Knockers also. Some 
reinforcements are random or dependant upon the past actions of the party. 

After several major battles - a mighty Lich will cast his magic against the allied armies. This is 
Clur'Can. Former Prelate of the Grey God. Now a Lich whose army of the undead has remained 
unaffected by the Time-freezing songspell of Ossian. Clur'can's undead mind remained alive in his 
time trapped body and over the 100 years his evil only grew while sanity slowly left him. 

The party will have to enter his tomb (65,20) to destroy him. If they have freed Peredur from his 
bewitchment he will join them at that point. The tomb's entrance is guarded by four dark knights, 
each must be destroyed before the entrance will open. Undead prowl the tomb and the party must 
uncover the confusing hidden doorways, which are opened by various levers, while fighting off 
various forms of undead and animated suits of armour. Finally Clar'can is met at (6,87). The party 
cannot leave until he is destroyed. Once this is achieved the party can leave and rejoin the allied 
army. 

Rowan will demand that the party find the Fomorian Hammer before moving past this point, as the 
party will be unable to face the Grey God's Avatar without it. See the Fomorian Tower and Shrine of 
Domnu (under Porthenys). 

The party and their considerable allies will face further batles against the Shadowgaunts and their 
leaders until the party is able to enter the Stronghold of the Shadowgaunts at (62,6). Within the 
Stronghold, guarded by both Shadowgaunts and various demonic servants of the Grey God, is a 
portal to the Glooms: a hellish place where the Grey God's Avatar currently reigns waiting to enter 
this plane of existence, but unable to because of Ossian's now defunct time freeze. 

The Glooms 

If the party moves through the portal they will enter the Glooms. A nightmare world totally 
destroyed by the Grey God. Hardly anything resembling life occupies it. However, the final living 
thing in this plane calls out to the party and seeks to inform them of how to get past the 'Pattern' 
which is a living river of blood sucking the life out of the land and feeding it into a mighty sea of 
blood. In the centre of the sea of blood lies the Grey God's Avatar. The pattern is capable of 
defending itself by launching bizarre blood creatures at the party. Three focal points in the pattern 
contain guardians. Dispatch them and the party will uncover a boat to traverse the sea of blood to 
find the Grey God's lair on the island. Unspeakable flying creatures infest the sea. 

The Grey God's Avatar 

When the Grey God's Avatar is encountered the party should first hit him with the Fomorian 
Hammer to disperse his invulnerability and then destroy him. Needless to say he will not be an easy 
target. If he is destroyed the party can return to their own plane of existence and celebrate with the 
assembled army. The destruction of the Grey God's Avatar will finish the main plot line, and this 
deed will be recognized by most of the major players in the land. Speaking with them after this 
victory will reveal the true nature of certain of the individuals met along the way: Maeth and Rowan 
especially. Of course all the other plot lines remain open at this point. 



The Frozen North (other minor quests)

For the Dragon Riders - see the Runic Dragons Riders. 

For the Nordman village - see Manannan's Quest under Porthenys. 

Also of Note: 

North of the Nordman village in a hidden crevice you will find a body (27,42) with some useful 
druidic items. 

The Gnolls live in the area too at (46,79). In their caves is a lump of tin which if shown to the 
tinners in Ryn will bring a finders fee. They are always looking for new places to mine tin. 

Beware the Autumnal Creepers who live in the forest centered around (29,78) and the Ice Goblins 
to the east of the Nordman village. 


